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Abstract—The decoupled architecture and the fine-grained flow control feature of SDN limit the scalability of SDN network. In order to address this problem, some studies construct the flat control plane architecture; other studies build the hierarchical control plane architecture to improve the scalability of SDN. However, the two kinds of structure still have unresolved issues: the flat control plane structure cannot solve the super-linear computational complexity growth of the control plane when SDN network scales to large size; the centralized abstracted hierarchical control plane structure brings path stretch problem. To address the two issues, we propose Orion, a hybrid hierarchical control plane for large-scale networks. Orion can effectively reduce the computational complexity growth of SDN control plane from super-linear to linear. Meanwhile, we design an abstracted hierarchical routing method to solve the path stretch problem. Further, Orion is implemented to verify the feasibility of the hybrid hierarchical approach. Finally, we verify the effectiveness of Orion both from the theoretical and experimental aspects.

I. INTRODUCTION

In Software Defined Networking (SDN), the control and data planes are decoupled, and the complex control and management functions are stripped out of the network device\cite{1}. Meanwhile, SDN supports a flow-based management to enable highly programmable and flexible of Networks. OpenFlow switches are mainly used to achieve the fine-grained flow control in SDN\cite{2}. However, such decoupled architecture and fine-grained flow control feature bring a large amount of communication messages between the data plane and the control plane which limit the scalability of the SDN network \cite{3, 4, 5}.

The scalability of Software-Defined Networks is so important that many researchers have been trying to solve this problem. Maestro exploits parallelism in single-threaded controller\cite{6}. Beacon employs multi-threaded technics to improve the scalability of a single controller\cite{7}. But the two studies \cite{6} and \cite{7} do not yet provide communication between multiple controllers. DevoFlow considers the SDN controller handling too many micro-flows, which creates excessive load on the controller and switches \cite{4}. Then it proposes a way that the control plane maintains a useful amount of visibility without imposing unnecessary costs. DIFANE employs authority switches to store necessary rules to share the work load of the control plane\cite{8}. However, both studies \cite{4} and \cite{8} require to modify the OpenFlow switch. Then some researchers design different control plane structures to extend the control planes processing ability. On one hand, some studies construct the flat control plane architecture, such as HyperFlow, Onix and ONOS. HyperFlow presents a distributed event-based control plane for OpenFlow\cite{3}. Onix develops a distributed system, which runs on a cluster of one or more physical servers\cite{9}. ONOS is an experimental open source distributed SDN OS provides scale-out SDN control plane and achieves a global network view in a scaled-out fault tolerant network OS\cite{10}. On the other hand, some studies build the centralized hierarchical control plane of SDN, such as Kandoo and Logical xBar. Kandoo has a two layer hierarchical architecture. The bottom layer controllers run local control applications based on local network view, and the top layer controllers run global applications based on global network-wide view\cite{11}. Further, Logical xBar introduces a recursive building block to construct abstracted hierarchical SDN networks\cite{12}.

Though the above two kinds of control plane architecture can improve the scalability of SDN networks, they still have unresolved issues. 1) The flat control plane architecture cannot solve the super-linear computational complexity growth of the control plane when SDN network scales to large size. We argue that the fine-grained flow control feature of SDN will lead to the super-linear computational complexity growth of the control plane and that limits the scalability of SDNs. We take an example to illustrate the problem. Assuming that a SDN controller manages $M$ network devices; it uses the $<\text{SrcIP}, \text{DstIP}>$ to identify the data flow; the SDN controller adopts Dijkstra algorithm to compute routing paths. In the beginning, the computational complexity of the Dijkstra algorithm is $O(M^2)$. When the network size increases $N$ times, there will be $N \times M$ nodes. Then the computational complexity of the routing algorithm increases to $O(N^2M^2)$. If we use $N$ SDN controllers to share the work load of the
control plane, the control plane processing capacity increases $N$ times, but the computational complexity of the control plane increases $N^2$ times.  

2) **The centralized abstracted hierarchical control plane architecture brings path stretch problem.** In a network graph, a Stretch($u,v$) is the stretch of path from node $u$ to node $v$. It is defined as $\text{Stretch}(u,v) = \frac{\text{Path}(u,v)}{\text{ShortestPath}(u,v)}$, where Path($u,v$) is the length of the path from node $u$ to node $v$ and the ShortestPath($u,v$) is the shortest length of the path from node $u$ to node $v$. The centralized abstracted hierarchical control plane, such as Logical xBar, can solve the super-linear computational complexity growth of the control plane by constructing abstracted hierarchical network views. However, the more layers it abstracts, the bigger the path stretch is.

In order to address the above two problems, we propose Orion, a hybrid hierarchical control plane for large-scale networks. The proposed hybrid hierarchical control plane architecture is relative to the flat control plane architecture (such as HyperFlow and Onix) and the centralized hierarchical control plane architecture (such as Kandoo and Logical xBar). It makes the following contributions: We design Orion, a hybrid hierarchical control plane. Orion can reduce the computational complexity growth of SDN control plane from super-linear to linear by constructing abstracted hierarchical network views (introduced in the section II). Thus, the computational complexity of the control plane is reduced. Meanwhile, we design an abstracted hierarchical routing method to reduce the path stretch problem based on the architecture of Orion (introduced in the sub-section C of section II). Further, we implement Orion to verify the feasibility of the hybrid hierarchical approach, and we verify its effectiveness both from the theoretical and experimental aspects.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the design of Orion in section II. Next, the implementation and evaluation of Orion are presented in Section III. Finally, conclusions are given in Section IV.

II. DESIGN

In this section, we present the design of Orion, a hybrid hierarchical control plane architecture of SDN. Orion focuses on the intra-domain control and management of large-scale networks. In this paper, domain is a whole network which can be controlled and managed by one administrator. It divides into several sub-domains. A sub-domain consists multiple areas that located relatively close to each other. Area refers a region that can be controlled by a single SDN controller.

![Fig. 1. Orion’s Hybrid Hierarchical Architecture](image)

A. **Architecture**

The hybrid hierarchical architecture of Orion is shown in Fig. 1. Orion has three layers. 1) The bottom layer of Orion is the physical layer. The physical layer is composed of large amounts of connected OpenFlow switches. 2) The middle layer of Orion is the area controller layer. The area controller is responsible for collecting physical device information and link information, managing the intra-area topology and processing intra-area routing requests and updates. Meanwhile, it abstracts...
its area network view and sends it to the top layer. 3) The top layer of Orion is the domain controller layer. In this layer, the domain controller treats area controllers as devices, and it synchronizes the global abstracted network view through a distributed protocol.

Through dividing areas and constructing abstracted hierarchical views, Orion can reduce the computational complexity of the control plane from super-linear growth to linear (illustrated in the sub-section D of section II). We show the hierarchical network views of Orion in Fig. 2. The bottom layer’s view is the view of physical device Layer. The middle layer’s view is the view of area controller Layer. The top layer’s view is the view of lower abstracted area view. In this layer, every area is abstracted as a node, and the exports of the area are regarded as the ports of the node.

B. Components

There are eight major components in Orion, shown in Figure 3. Among these components, the Host Management, Topology Management, Routing, Storage and Vertical Communication Module have two sub-modules. The two sub-modules are responsible for intra-area information processing and inter-area information processing.

**OpenFlow Base Module.** The OpenFlow Base Module is responsible for collecting OpenFlow switch information and receiving messages through the SDN southbound Interfaces. Meanwhile, it provides an interface for the area controller to install rules on OpenFlow switches, such as Flow-Mod or Packet-Out.

**Host Management Module.** The Host Management Module has two parts to deal with the area host information and domain host information. 1) The Area Host Management Sub-Module obtains the host information in its area through the ARP packet sent by the host. 2) The inter-area host information is managed by the Domain Host Management Sub-Module. It works as an ARP Proxy in Orion. When there are multiple areas and multiple controllers, two hosts in different areas do not know each other’s specific information, such as MAC address. So the source host sends an ARP packet to ask the MAC address of the destination host. When the ARP packet reaches the switch which connect to the source host, the switch sends a Packet-In message to the area controller. Then the area controller checks whether it has the destination host information or not. If the area controller does not have the information, it sends the ARP packet to the domain controller. The domain controller checks the information of the destination host in the database. If the domain controller does not have the information, it sends the ARP packet to the source host. If the domain controller gets nothing from the database, it broadcasts the ARP packet to all the ports of every switch in its sub-domain. In the process of the broadcast, in order to avoid broadcast storm, we use an algorithm similar to Spanning Tree to avoid broadcast loop.

**Link Discovery Module.** The link discovery module obtains the intra-area link information through LLDP protocol. To obtain inter-area link information, an area controller sends LLDP packets to all ports of its edge switches with its ControllerID. When the LLDP packet reaches the edge switch in another area, the switch encapsulates the LLDP packet into a Packet-In message and sends the message to its area controller. Then the area controller decapsulates the Packet-In message and gets the TLV message out of the LLDP Packet. If the LocalControllerID in the LLDP message is different from its own ControllerID, then it knows that the link is an external link and the switch that sends the Packet-In message is an edge switch in its area.

**Topology Management Module.** The Topology Management module has two sub-modules. 1) The Area Topology Management sub-module manages the physical topology information received from the Link Discovery Module. Meanwhile, it computes the shortest path from every edge switch to other edge switches. Then it sends the switch information and the hops between any two edge switches to the domain controller. When the domain controller receives the above information, it treat an area as a node, and treat the edge switches of the area as a port, the hop between any two edge switches is like the weight of an abstract link between two port. 2) The Domain Topology Management sub-module is used to manage the abstract topology of the top layer.

**Storage Module.** The Storage Module includes three kinds of information: host information, switch information and link information. Host information includes <MAC address, SwitchID, SwitchPort, LocalControllerID>. Switch information includes <SwitchID, SwitchPort, PortStatus, LocalControllerID, IsEdgeSwitch>. The link information includes abstract link information and real physical link information. There are two kinds of abstract link. The first kind of abstract link is the link from every inner switch to all edge switches in each area. The abstract link here means the shortest path hops from the inner switch to the edge switch. The second abstract link is the link from every edge switch to other edge switches in each area, and the abstract link here means the shortest path hops from one edge switch to another.

---

![Fig. 3. The components of Orion](image-url)
edge switch. The physical link indicates the real physical inter-area links between different areas. In the Area Storage Sub-Module, it stores the host information, switch information and real physical link information of the area. In the Domain Storage Sub-Module, it stores the host information, switch information and the abstract link information of all areas.

**Horizontal Communication Module.** The Horizontal Communication Module is responsible for the synchronize global abstract Network Information among the domain controller cluster. In this part, we use a scalable NoSQL database which supports dynamic clustering to store global host information, global switch information and global abstract topology information.

The distributed policy. The distributed policy of the Horizontal Communication Module mainly includes three aspects: Unique ControllerID, Publish/Scribe and Local Cache. 1) Unique ControllerID. The domain controller use distributed lock method to guarantee the unique controller ID for itself. Meanwhile, the domain controller is responsible for generating unique ID for all the area controllers it connects. 2) Publish/Scribe. The domain controllers use distribution mechanism to publish and scribe messages (such as distributing routing rules). With this mechanism, domain controller can create topic, and other domain controllers who are interest in the topic, they can subscribe the topic. 3) Local Cache. The global domain information (including all hosts, switches and topology information) are partitioned across the domain controller cluster. If we want to read a key from the NoSQL database multiple times, and the key is owned by another domain controller. Then we will cost a lot for every time we read a remote fetch. So we use cache strategy to store the keys with high visit frequency to improve reading speed and cost less network bandwidth.

Distribution of Rules. The distribution of routing rules is realized through the Publish/Scribe mechanism. In the top layer of Orion, every domain controller creates a topic with its ControllerID. When two hosts communicates between two different sub-domains, a flow routing computation request is sent to the domain controller which is responsible for the source sub-domain. For the domain controller has global abstract topology, so the source domain controller calculates the overall inter-area routing path. Then it gets the ControllerID of all area controllers which own the edge switches on the routing path, and gets the ControllerID of the corresponding domain controllers. Then the source domain controller publishes the routing rules to the topic of all domain controllers on the routing path according to their ControllerID obtained above. Then the domain controllers sends the routing rules to the area controllers according to the received area ControllerID through the Vertical Communication Module introduced below.

**Vertical Communication Module.** The vertical communication channel between the area controllers and the domain controllers is established via the TCP connection. It is used to send requests and distribute rules. 1) Send Requests. The vertical communication channel between area controllers (client) and the domain controllers(server) is established via the TCP connection. In this part, the domain controller is built with asynchronous socket. The asynchronous socket creates a thread pool during initialization, and using a thread polling to see if there is a new message coming. When an area controller sends a message to the domain controller it connect with, the socket in the server gives the message to the thread pool. Then the thread pool calls the relevant modules to handle the incoming message. 2) Distribute Rules. The domain controller distributes rules and ARP replies through the established TCP connection with the area controller. When the domain controller distributes routing rules to relative switches, it sends rules in a reverse sequence manner. That means the first distribute area is the area connects with the destination host, and the last distribute area is the area connects with the source host. The reverse distributes method is used to prevent one same data flow generates several Packet-In messages in different areas.

**Failover.** The fault tolerance and failover between switches and area controllers is guaranteed by OpenFlow protocol. From OpenFlow v1.2, controllers have their roles, such as Master, Slave or Equal. When a Master area controller fails, the Slave area controller can quickly take all the switches that connect to the failure Master controller. Meanwhile, the fault tolerance and failover between area controllers and domain controllers reference the role mechanism of OpenFlow v1.2.

**Routing Management Module.** This module includes two sub-modules: Area Routing Management sub-module and Domain Routing Management sub-module. In this part, we design a routing algorithm which can effectively reduce the path stretch problem of the hierarchical structure. The detailed design of it is introduced in the following sub-section C of Section II.

C. Abstracted Hierarchical Routing Method

As we know the abstracted hierarchical control plane architecture brings the path stretch problem. An abstracted hierarchical routing method is designed to address the problem. The abstracted hierarchical routing method is based on the Dijkstra algorithm[16]. Dijkstra algorithm is a graph search algorithm widely used in network routing protocols, such as IS-IS[17] and OSPF[18]. The core idea of the abstracted hierarchical routing method is similar to IS-IS and OSPF. Through dividing the whole network into multiple areas, the administration complexity and routing computational complexity is reduced. But IS-IS and OSPF protocols are running on traditional distributed routers, the abstracted hierarchical routing method runs on the centralized area controllers and distributed domain controllers.

The abstracted hierarchical routing method is divided into two parts. 1) As the area controller has the detailed inner information of its area, the Area Routing Management Sub-Module of the area controller pre-computes the inner hops from every inner switch to all edge switches by Dijkstra algorithm and send the result to the domain controller. 2) The Domain Routing Management Sub-Module of the domain controller computes the global shortest path. Though the
domain controller level only has the abstracted lower level network view, it can compute the shortest path for the flow based on the sum of the inner path result sending by the area controller and the inter-area path length.

**Area Routing Management Sub-Module.** When a Packet-In message reaches the area controller, the area routing management sub-module checks the source address and destination address of the message. 1) If the destination address is in the area, the area controller employs Dijkstra algorithm to compute intra-area path. 2) If the destination address is out of the area, the area controller sends the source address and the destination address of the message to the domain controller, and store the message to a waiting buffer with index. The domain controller computes the routing path for the flow and sends the routing result (<IngressSwitchID, IngressPort, EgressSwitchID, EgressPort>) to the area controller. After the area controller receives the result, it sends the buffered message to the exports of its original switch. Meanwhile, it calculates the intra-area path for the data flow and installs flow entries in all switches on the routing path. Meanwhile, the area controller needs to calculate the routing path for data flows passes its area. When there is a flow go through the area of an area controller, the top layer domain controller sends the routing message <IngressSwitchID, IngressPort, EgressSwitchID, EgressPort> to the area controller. Then the area controller calculates the intra-area routing path for the data flow. Further, in order to address the path stretch problem, the area controllers pre-computes the inner hops from every inner switch to all edge switches and sends the result (<InnerSwitchID, EgressSwitchID, hops> of all inter-area inner switches) to the domain controller it connects.

**Domain Routing Management Sub-Module.** At first, the domain routing management sub-module uses Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the inter-area routing path. Next, it collects the intra-area hops from the inner switch to all edge switches which is sending by area controllers, and adds the inter-area hops and the intra-area hops together. The shortest length path determining the final forwarding path. At last, the Domain Routing Management sub-module sends the routing message <IngressSwitchID, IngressPort, EgressSwitchID, EgressPort> to all area controllers on the routing path. Then every area controller calculates the intra-area routing path in its area and installs forwarding rules on all switches on the routing path. Thus the domain controller level can compute global shortest path, the value of Path(u,v) is equals to the value of Shortest-Path(u,v), then \( \text{Stretch}(u,v) = \frac{\text{Path}(u,v)}{\text{ShortestPath}(u,v)} = 1 \). Thus Orion reduces the path stretch value to 1.

**Routing Example.** We give two examples to illustrate how Orion carries out the intra-area routing and inter-area routing. The two routing examples are based on the topology shown in Fig. 4. In the topology, a domain has two sub-domains and each sub-domain has two areas. At the same time there are four host (host A, B, C and D) located in the topology.

Intra-area Routing Example. The first example is an example of the intra-area routing. This example shows how to communicate between two hosts (such as host A and host B) in an area. When the host A sends a data flow to the host B, the switch which connect to the host A generates a Packet-In message and sends the message to area controller1. When area controller1 receives the message, it checks whether the destination address of the data flow is in its area. As host B is located in area1, so area controller1 can find the information of host B. Then it calculates the intra-area routing path from host A to host B based on the intra-area topology. Finally, when all the switches in the path list are installed routing rules, the data flow sent by host A is forwarded to host B. The intra-area routing sequence of Orion is shown in Fig. 5.

Inter-area Routing Example. The second example is an example of the inter-area routing. The example illustrates how host C sends data flow to host D with Orion. When host C sends a data flow to host D, the data flow reaches the switch which host C connects to. Then the switch generates a Packet-In message and sends the message to area controller2. As host D is not in area2, when area controller2 receives the message, it extracts the <source address, destination address> from the Packet-In message and encapsulate it to a simple request, sends the request to domain controller1, and buffers the Packet-In message with an index. When domain controller1 receives the request, it calculates the inter-area path according to
the global abstracted network view. For the destination host D is in the sub-domain of domain controller2, so domain controller1 publishes the inter-area path routing rules to the domain controller2 through the NoSQL distributed database. When domain controller2 receives the inter-area routing rule messages, it sends the messages to the area controllers on the routing path. When area controller3 and area controller4 receives the messages, they analyze the messages and know the <IngressSwitch, IngressPort, EgressSwitch, EgressPort> of the data flow. Then they calculate the intra-area routing path for the flow and sends the routing rules to the switches on the routing path. Finally, when all switches on the routing path installed routing rules, the data flow is forwarded from host C to host D. The inter-area routing sequence of Orion is displayed in Fig. 6.

**D. Module Relationships**

In the eight major components of Orion, the OpenFlow Base Module is the base module responsible for collecting OpenFlow switch information and receiving messages through the SDN southbound Interfaces. It provides interfaces for the Link Discovery Module and the Area Host Management Sub-Module of the Host Management Module to let them obtain physical link information and host information. The Area Host Management Sub-Module sends the area host information to the Domain Host Management Sub-Module. The Area Topology Management Sub-Module of the Topology Management Module manages the physical topology information received from the Link Discovery Module. Meanwhile, it sends the intra-area abstracted topology to the Domain Topology Management Sub-Module through the Vertical Communication Channel Module. The Area/Domain Storage Sub-Module stores the host information and topology information received from the Area/Domain Host Management Sub-Module and the Area/Domain Topology Management Sub-Module, and provides local/global host, switch and link information for the Area/Domain Routing Sub-Module. The Horizontal Communication Module calls the Domain Storage Sub-Module to synchronize the global abstracted network view.

**E. Benefits and Tradeoffs**

**Benefits.** The hybrid hierarchical architecture can efficiently reduce the control plane’s computational complexity growth from the super-linear to linear when network scales to large size. Assuming there are \( N \) areas, and each area has \( M_i \) nodes. To facilitate the discussion, we assume that \( M_i = M \). Then the computational complexity of every independent area controller is \( O(M^2) \). For there are \( N \) area controllers in the area controller layer, then the total computational complexity of the area controller layer is \( N \cdot O(M^2) \). As the domain controller calculates paths based on the abstracted network view, when there are \( N \) area controllers in the lower layer, the computational complexity of every domain controller is \( O(N^2) \). Assuming there are \( c \) domain controllers in the top layer. Then, the computational complexity of the domain controller layer is \( c \cdot O(N^2) \). So the total computational complexity of the control plane is \( N \cdot O(M^2) + c \cdot O(N^2) \). Thus, we can see that the computational complexity of the control plane is reduced from super-linear growth to linear growth.

**Tradeoffs.** In order to address the path stretch problem, the abstracted hierarchical routing method needs the area controller pre-computes the inner hops from every inner switch to all edge switches and sends the result to the domain controller. The computation complexity of the pre-compute process is \( O(M_i^2) \), where \( M_i \) is the number of nodes in the area. Then the computation complexity of this method in all areas is \( \sum_{i=1}^{N} O(M_i^2) \), where \( N \) is the number of areas. Meanwhile, the computational complexity of the abstracted routing approach is related to the number of edge switches. If there are \( K \) edge switches in the domain, the computation complexity from an edge switch to another edge switch is \( O(K^2) \). The computation complexity from one inner switch in an area to another edge switch is \( O((K+1)^2) \), and the computation complexity from one inner switch in an area to another inner switch in another area is \( O((K+2)^2) \).
III. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

In this section, we present the implementation and evaluation of Orion. In this part, we evaluate Orion through both theoretical and experiment ways.

A. Evaluation

1) Theoretical Evaluation: We write a simple single-threaded Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the path from the source address to the destination address. The algorithm is running under random topology. In the random topology, if there are $N$ nodes in the topology, then the topology has $N^2$ edges, where $x$ is a variable. We run the algorithm on a server with Intel E5645 processors (6 cores in total, 2.40GHz) and 64GB memory. We compare the proposed abstracted hierarchical routing method with the traditional Dijkstra algorithm.

Under the best conditions, the computational complexity of the abstract hierarchical routing method is $O(K^2)$, where $K$ is the number of edge switches. The best conditions refer that the network does not change, the area controllers do not need to re-compute the inner hops from every inner switch to edge switches. Meanwhile, the source host and destination host of the flow are both connected to edge switches. In this experiment, we assume that the number of edge switches accounts for 10%, 20% and 50% of all switches in the domain. In this experiment, we choose $x = 1.25$ and $x = 1.15$. The total number of switches $N$ ranges from 0 to 3000, and the number of switches in an area $M$ is 100. From Fig. 7, we can observe that with the increasing number of areas, the computing time of Orion is increased as linear growth, much lower than the traditional Dijkstra routing algorithm.

Under the worst circumstances, the computational complexity of this method is $Max(O(M^3)) + O((K + 2)^2)$. The worst conditions refer that the network changes dramatically; area controllers need to re-compute the inner hops from every inner switch to all edge switches; the source host and the destination host of a flow are both connect to inner switches in two different areas. The parameters of this test are same with the above experiment. From Fig. 8, we can note that when the network nodes exceeds 29000, the abstracted hierarchical routing method proposed by Orion is better than the traditional Dijkstra algorithm.

2) Experiments Evaluation: In this part, we build a prototype system to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of Orion. The implementation of Orion is in Java. The area controller of Orion is build based on the Floodlight controller [19]. The intra-area OpenFlow Base module, Link Discovery module and Storage module are based on Floodlight. We extend the Floodlight controller to construct the other modules. The domain controller of Orion is not an SDN controller with OpenFlow protocol. The communication between the domain controller and the area controller is through the Vertical Communication Module of Orion, and it is not based on OpenFlow protocol. This communication method improves the domain Controller’s performance and reduces the communication messages. We run Orion on a server with two Quad-Core Intel E5 – 2650 processors (16 cores in total, 2.00GHz) and 128GB memory. Through virtualization, the whole server is divided into multiple virtual controllers. Every controller in Orion has 2 Core, 8GB memory. Meanwhile, we use the Mininet [20] to simulate the data plane.

In the first experiment, each area has 120 switches. Meanwhile, the network topology is using the random network topology $(x = 1.25)$. Due to the hardware and bandwidth limitation, we only start two domain controllers and six area controllers. In this test, we increases the number of areas to test the flow set-up rate per second of Orion. From Fig. 9, we can see that when there are only one area, the area controller can handle 8126 new flows per second. With the increasing number of areas, the average throughput of the control plane is stable, and the overall throughput of Orion increases steadily.

In the second experiment, we test the delay between areas. The number of switches in each area $M$ ranges from 20 to 120. The number of domain controllers increases from 1 to 2. The number of areas is varying from 2 to 6. From Fig. 10,
we can see that with the increasing number of areas, the delay time gradually increased.

**Overheads.** Orion does not introduce much overhead. We monitor the overhead of Orion when we test its throughput. In the throughput test, the inter-area flows are more than intra-area flows. The CPU utilization of the domain controller is 40%. For the domain controller of Orion is just a simple server, it cost much lower than an OpenFlow based SDN controller. The load of the area controller of Orion is between the load of the controller in the flat architecture and the lowest area controller of Orion. The load of the area controller of Orion is just a simple server, it cost much lower than an OpenFlow based SDN controller.

**IV. Conclusion**

In this paper, we design and implement Orion, a hybrid hierarchical control plane for large-scale networks. Orion addresses the super-linear computational complexity growth of the control plane when SDN network scales to large size, and solves the path stretch problem brought by the abstracted hierarchical control plane architecture. Further, we evaluate the effectiveness of Orion through theoretical and experiment aspects. Our evaluation results show the efficiency and feasibility of Orion.
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